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Eagle Pass, located in the Rio Grande Valley in southern Texas, is one of 
six major rail gateways between the United States and Mexico.

The Texas Department of Transportation, in partnership with BNSF and 
Union Pacific, received funding to remove a railroad bottleneck that 
restricted the number of trains exporting goods across the country to 
global trade organizations. The expansion allows 25 percent more daily 
trains carrying exported goods, and it also reduces idling times for trains. 
The additional infrastructure allows for increased efficiency and access to the Mexican border crossing at 
Eagle Pass.

The overall project consisted of a new railcar repair building, a U.S. Customs and Border Protection Facility, 
and new staging tracks, for which Aerix provided backfill services. 

The pipes beneath the drainage culverts along 
the expansion area required strong backfill, and 
BNSF wanted a viable alternative to Controlled  
Lightweight Strength Material (CLSM). Sema, the 
project’s contractor, brought in Aerix Industries™ to 
provide Low-Density Cellular Concrete (LDCC) as 
backfill around the Corrugated Metal Pipes (CMP).

Among the advantages of LDCC, aside from 
the economic benefit, are reduced settlement 

concerns, reduced dead loads and lateral loads, reduced risk of pipe failure, and efficient 
reinforcement of joints without risk of infiltrating the joints (a risk of traditional backfill). LDCC 
also provides insulation, and prevents sinkholes and other types of infrastructure damage.  

18-24” lift heights were utilized to mitigate the culvert pipes from floating. At its highest 
portion, the LDCC was 48-60” in height. A volumetric truck was used to place the LDCC, 
and railroad ballast was placed over the product.

Among the challenges of the project was that the product had to be placed in layers due to the relatively 
large spaces between the culverts. Lime was used to stabilize the subbase.

LDCC has been used in projects all over the state of Texas. The Aerix Industries 
sales representative connected Custom-Crete and Sema, and was able to 
troubleshoot mix proportions on site. These efforts in combination with the 
experience of Aerix Industries made them the best company for the LDCC 
needs of the Eagle Pass project.


